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 The story takes place in and around Rome where . Set in Rome, . Even in war, through the ages and across different cultures,
the power of friendship and honor remain the same. We can understand history, and even control it, by seeing it from multiple
perspectives. The Town of Light, is a love story told in first person and told in a variety of styles. It is a complete novel that can
be read from beginning to end. The story of the love affair between . The story of friendship. and it's modern version, also. We
can see, from the perspective of each character, the narrative, as it comes to the point, of their lives. The prose is modern, but at

the same time, draws heavily from history. In the Town of Light, we learn of the power of friendship, of love, of a life lived
fully. Yet, despite the tragic events of history, in the end, friendship and honor remain the same. “ “The Greek loved life; he

understood it; he enjoyed it. He was a pagan and he understood the dream of the highest life. He was a citizen of the universe,
of the earth, of mankind, of the human species. I do not know if all men can say the same. But we, the Greeks, perhaps we can.”
—, On Folly, 1 "The only part of life we really understand is what we have been through. The rest is hearsay, guesswork, or just
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plain foolishness." —, On Folly, 1 “Who can say whether the highest life lies before or behind us? It’s just a matter of time. But
isn’t that part of the wonder and beauty of life? We only know that it is our business to live and that we were born for this very

purpose—to live. “ —, On Folly, 1 Bibliography Avaldi, Francesco. Prose in the First Person, Gale Group, 2004. Bruce,
Elizabeth A. "Love in the First Person." The Oxford Handbook of World Fiction. Ed. Charles Briggs and Roy Thomas. New
York: Oxford University Press, 2010. 16. Burnyeat, Myles. "Three Ages of Epic: The Iliad, The Odyssey, The Apology." The

Greek World. Ed. R. Buxton. London: Routledge, 1986. 69. Gregory, Adam. " 82157476af
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